Modification or Addition to San Joaquin County
Improvement Standards

Modification Number: 2020-1
Effective Date of Change:

Description of Modification:

1. **Standard Drawing R-1:** Added 5’ sidewalk dimension for Commercial/Industrial road section to match sidewalk dimensions on other road sections.
2. **Standard Drawing R-2:** Added 5’ sidewalk dimension for Minor Arterial road section to match sidewalk dimensions on other road sections.
3. **Standard Drawing R-6:** Changed sidewalk width to 5’-0” to meet ADA standards. Overall roll curb, gutter and sidewalk dimension is changed to 8’-0” as a result. Changed sidewalk slope to 1.5% with an allowable range of 1%-2%.
4. **Standard Drawing R-7** Changed sidewalk slope to 1.5% with an allowable range of 1%-2%.
5. **Roadway Design Standards, section 2-4.06 H:** Revise the language to remove the first sentence. The revised version will be: Minimum sidewalk widths are shown on County Standard Drawings No. R-1, R-2, R-6, R-7, R-10A and R-10B

Modification reviewed by: Alex Chetley, Interim Deputy Director – Development Services

Modification approved by: Fritz Buchman, Interim Director